Tina, our prayer center received your prayer request and I have been praying on your behalf non-stop for God's blessings on your finances ever since I got your name. Tina, did I spell that correctly? When you called perhaps you thought it was by accident... I feel that A HIGHER POWER directed you to call. I HAVE SOMETHING IMPORTANT TO TELL YOU... SO PLEASE READ ON.

Dear Tina, it is not unusual for God to send those with "HARD CASES" to me.

No disrespect to anyone... but in my spirit I feel you've tried to get help before, but to no avail. Many are not anointed to deal with "DIFFICULT CASES". Perhaps this anointing is so strong upon me because I have PERSONALLY overcome some of the same challenges you are now facing in my own life.

Tina, in my prayer time, God showed me some of the "HARD THINGS" you are now dealing with. God gave me this word for you... "FEAR NOT, MY DAUGHTER, THE "HARD THINGS" YOU ARE NOW FACING WILL SOON BE A THING OF THE PAST... FOR DURING THE NEXT SEVERAL MONTHS I WILL USE MY SERVANT TO LEAD THEE INTO DELIVERANCE... AND REVEAL UNTO THEE THE STEPS OF FAITH THAT WILL BREAK ALL EVIL HOLDS ON YOUR LIFE AND RELEASE MIRACLES OF LOVE, SUCCESS, NEW HEALTH AND JOYOUS LIVING UNTO THEE." Well, as you can see you have made the right new contact.

IMPORTANT: Notice the sealed envelope enclosed... DO NOT OPEN IT JUST YET... the envelope contains a packet of Miracle Spring Water God will use to bring new life to some dead situations you are now facing... and... also a powerful prophecy for you. Use the water exactly as I will instruct you.

But FIRST you must read this entire letter: Tina, By God's direction I've undertaken this assignment of defeating these "HARD THINGS" in your life that are now holding you back... I am so certain that as you OBEY GOD IN FAITH... YOU WILL ACHIEVE SUCCESS AND GET THE RESULTS YOU WANT WITH GOD'S HELP. The faith in my heart is saying to you, Tina Spirulina, during the next few weeks you can become prosperous, more joyous than ever before, understand and know your future, and live a life filled to overflowing with love and happiness.
I took your name, anointed it and commanded evil spirits... to bow to the Power of Almighty God. In Jesus’ Name, I speak to witchcraft and all evil and command it to recede. In the spirit I feel you are about to witness an unprecedented miracle as you follow divine leading and direction. You’ve prayed for a seemingly impossible miracle. On January 22 2019, the miraculous begins. Your greatest prayer shall be answered and your greatest wish shall come to be and you will praise the Almighty for the wonderful works that are accomplished in you (Psalms 40:2).

THROUGH THIS MIGHTY TIME OF PRAYER... The Grace and Favor of God has been restored to you... BUT, we must work to restore the power, peace, health and prosperity that satan has stolen from you. God revealed to me in an awesome, SECRET VISION... things that I MUST SHARE with you at this time.

I SEE in the Spirit... "7 SECRET PROPHETIC EVENTS" that are on the verge of unfolding in your life. HOWEVER, there’s an attack from satan... that puts you in the WRONG PLACE, at the WRONG TIME, with the WRONG PEOPLE, and all of these beautiful things God has planned for you cannot unfold.

BELIEVE IT, when I say, Your "act of faith" has already begun the release of POWER THAT WILL ACTUALLY CHANGE YOUR CHAOTIC CIRCUMSTANCES and FUTURE.

GOD WILL REVEAL THE GRAND SECRETS OF YOUR LIFE

I’LL BE THE FIRST TO ADMIT... YOUR CIRCUMSTANCES ARE CHALLENGING... but... WITH GOD ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE. Your understanding of these "7 SECRET PROPHETIC EVENTS" will move you at the right TIME, into the right PLACE, and hook you up with the right PEOPLE... so you can see God’s manifested MIRACLES RELEASED.

The POWER OF AGREEMENT that we release as you and I agree together is the most awesome of all powers. St. Matthew wrote concerning this power... saying in Matt. 18:19... WHEN TWO AGREE... IT SHALL BE DONE.

I have been assigned by God to help you... so that you can receive God’s answer to that SPECIAL NEED IN YOUR LIFE. ONLY GOD CAN MEET THIS NEED... and He has put the over 40 years of victory of this ministry behind you. LISTEN AS I SPEAK TO YOU... about these "7 SECRET PROPHETIC EVENTS".

1. DURING THE NEXT FEW WEEKS, through the help you receive from this ministry God will move you toward a sudden release of money. In faith I see this influx of money showering down upon you from an unexpected source. I really believe it is somewhere between $1,900 and $19,000.

2. I envision a dramatic turn of events in your life, like Joseph’s, that will take you from the Pit to the Palace, and elevate you to a position of authority and influence. The Favor and BLESSING OF GOD will rest upon you and follow you wherever you go.
3. Tina, this concerns the POWER OF PROVISION that God is about to release in your life. Something or someone who causes fear, causes hurt, will be removed... MORE TO COME.

4. Your guiding document is the Biblical book of James. Two verses were strongly imprinted in my Spirit: First, James 1:5 "If any of you is without wisdom, let him ask it from the God who gives generously and it will be given to him." This verse tells us that only God can get you to the place where you want to go. It confirms that God will reveal secrets that will enable you to reach your goals and experience true prosperity. The second verse, "Every worthwhile gift, every genuine benefit comes from above (James 1:17)." This verse counsels you to gratefully accept those gifts bestowed from above. I bring you these gifts from God that will grant your every heart's desire.

Let me just follow the direct leading of the Holy Spirit here... just as God opened up a SECRET WAY OF DELIVERANCE for the children of Israel... and they miraculously walked through the Red Sea... God is now ready to OPEN UP A SECRET WAY OF DELIVERANCE FOR YOU.

Tina, there are 3 more IMPORTANT Prophetic events that are yet to be revealed... HOWEVER... You must obey God in this. YOUR OBEEDIENCE IS THE KEY! I CAN ONLY REVEAL THEM TO YOU IN MY ANSWER... Obey God in this!

Tina, now, in Jesus' Name, open the envelope that has the Miracle Spring Water in it. Before you use it lay it next to your bed TONIGHT ONLY! I believe the angel of the Lord will trouble this water as you sleep tonight.

According to St. Luke 6:38... you MUST QUALIFY YOURSELF for a Supernatural Blessing... Yes, this harvest of a great INCOME...

The Apostle Luke said, the way to QUALIFY yourself for a PRESSED DOWN, SHAKEN TOGETHER AND RUNNING OVER BLESSING IS TO "GIVE".

After you use the Miracle Spring Water exactly as I direct take the small sticker and write your name on it and put it on the empty container. When I get it back I'll know that you have acted in faith and followed the instructions of the man of God. I am asking you to plant a Holy Consecrated Seed for a Great Harvest Offering of $19.00. NO, I don't want you to send $39 or $99...

No, SEND EXACTLY $19.00. Because 1 is the number of the Father... and 9 is the Father's number of NEW BIRTH. Send it back to me along with the empty Miracle Spring Water Packet.
When you return the page inside the sealed envelope to me...

I will send you the remainder of the "7 SECRET PROPHETIC EVENTS". These anointed words will guide you to the RIGHT PLACE, at the RIGHT TIME... and help to hook you up with the RIGHT PEOPLE to receive the Miracle harvest of God.

When you read these "7 SECRET PROPHETIC EVENTS" in their entirety you will see the SECRET WAY and the way to your deliverance will open up for you.

The moment you open up my answer to you... a POWERFUL ANOINTING IS GOING TO RUSH ALL OVER YOU... and within the next several weeks you'll see God reveal Himself to you in your New, Glorious Future!

Now, remember, this is not something you can afford to take lightly... God has sent you to His servant who will help you see Total Victory over the "DIFFICULT CIRCUMSTANCES" in your life. Now read my instructions again.

The book, "MIRACLE MONEY FROM UNEXPECTED SOURCES" has been reserved for you. But you must answer this letter to let me know that I have your correct address and check the appropriate box to receive your FREE copy.

[Handwritten Signature]

Your new friend,

and prophet, [Signature]

P.S. You can believe me, God will QUICKLY LIBERATE you from your most difficult situations!
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Sister [redacted],

IF GOD COULD CREATE A SECRET MIRACLE PATHWAY THROUGH THE RED SEA SO THAT THE CHILDREN OF ISRAEL WOULD GET TO THE PROMISED LAND... HE CAN DO THE SAME FOR YOU... SO THAT YOU CAN GET TO THE PLACE OF VICTORY, PEACE, HAPPINESS AND ABUNDANCE THAT HE HAS ALREADY ORDAINED FOR YOU.

This packet contains water from the MIRACLE SPRING where I was led by the Angel of the Lord. (I warn you, something so anointed and sacred can't be taken lightly). As I walked to this spring through the dark dawn... when I got there, it was like a light from Heaven lighted up the entire area. As I knelt trembling under the awesome presence of God, the Angel of the Lord commanded me to anoint my house and our ministry headquarters (the spring represents the flow of the spirit).

NOW HERE'S THE MIRACLE... GOD SAID, "I CONFIRM THE WORD OF MY SERVANT... I PERFORM THE COUNSEL OF MY MESSENGER."

There was absolutely NO damage to any of these buildings, neither from the fires or the major mudslides.

As I heard of the great destruction and saw God's great deliverance for his people... I witnessed the power of God that delivered, protected and PROSPERED. AND SO WILL YOU!

✓ 1. Lay the Miracle Spring Water packet next to your bed TONIGHT ONLY. I believe the Angel of the Lord will trouble your water so that when you drink it - first thing in the morning when you wake up - there's no telling what awesome power and anointing will be released. GET READY! As you do this, every cell and fiber of your being will be saturated with the awesome power and anointing of Almighty God.

✓ 2. Claim the miracles you need (with prayer) and ask God to open the pathway to your very own MIRACLE DELIVERANCE... the pathway to your victory... through your RED SEA of need.

✓ 3. Send me your prayer requests (on back) along with your best gift to God. When I get your empty container back with your name written on it I will know that you have obeyed God's instructions and acted in obedience.

I will then release a prophet's anointing for you! I will believe that God will spiritually roll back the waters of your "Red Sea" and uncover the miracle pathway for your total healing, deliverance and VICTORY.

PROPHETIC WORD FOR YOU TO CLAIM (READ OUT LOUD)

I speak to you now as God's messenger, as God's prophet of prosperity...
FOR YEA, MY DAUGHTER TINA, DO NOT REPEAT THE MISTAKES OF MANY AND ALLOW SHORTAGE OR ADVERSITY TO AFFECT YOUR GENEROSITY TOWARDS ME, SAITH GOD. DO NOT THINK OF THE THINGS YOU NEED... FOR IF YOU GIVE I WILL SUPPLY ALL YOUR NEEDS. YOU WILL CERTAINLY HAVE MORE THAN ENOUGH, EVEN "EXCEEDING ABUNDANTLY ABOVE ALL THAT YOU, TINA, ASK OR THINK" EPH 3:20. I NOW ASK YOU TO TAKE AN ACTION OF FAITH SO I CAN CONNECT YOUR SUCCESS TO IT... NO GOOD THING WILL I WITHHOLD FROM THEE, SAITH THE LORD... THOUGH YOU HAVE GONE THROUGH MUCH TROUBLE AND MANY HARD TIMES... I AM ABOUT TO BREAK THIS CYCLE OF ADVERSITY AND LACK AND STIR UP MY MILLIONAIRE POTENTIAL ANOINTING THAT I HAVE SPOKEN TO MY SERVANT ABOUT... NOW IS YOUR TIME TO OBEY... QUENCH NOT MY SPIRIT FOR I SHALL SURELY BLESS THEE AND THOU SHALT ALSO BE A GREAT, GREAT BLESSING."
No matter how dark your situation is now I believe God is going to show you the way to health, a life of abundance and supernatural power that He has already ordained to you. Perhaps no one can see it right now, but God has prepared the way.

Together WE WILL...
- ask for God's help with prayer.
- expect God to uncover His road
- through your "Red Sea" situation.
- Release our faith in obedience to his leading.

Go forward and cross over and into your Promised Land! Let the miracles begin!

Tina, I believe God has a SECRET WAY THAT ONLY HE CAN SEE (right now) through your problems and troubled waters that lead into a life of total VICTORY and ABUNDANCE. USE YOUR PACKET OF MIRACLE SPRING WATER AS I INSTRUCTED AND THEN COMPLETE THIS PRAYER SHEET AND GET IT BACK TO ME TODAY! I'm going to release a prophet's anointing for you! I believe that the Holy Spirit wants to uncover your pathway to MIRACLE VICTORY!

WRITE YOUR SECRET WAY MIRACLE REQUEST BELOW

I NEED GOD TO BRING NEW LIFE TO THE FOLLOWING AREAS OF MY LIFE:
CHECK:
( ) FINANCES ( ) SPECIAL PERSONAL NEED
( ) MARRIAGE
( ) JOB/CAREER
( ) HEALTH
( ) SPIRIT & MIND
( ) MY CHILDREN
( ) OTHER

*IMPORTANT
MY LOVED ONE'S NAME: __________________ THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO ME: __________
THEIR NEEDS: _______________________

Tina, now release your faith through your giving. LET THIS BE YOUR FIRST STEP FORWARD AND ACROSS YOUR RED SEA SITUATION AND INTO YOUR HEALTHY, PROSPEROUS, JOYOUS FUTURE.

( ) PETER, I AM MOVING FORWARD... IN JESUS' NAME, BY FAITH!
HERE IS MY GIFT OF LOVE, FAITH AND OBEDIENCE TO GOD THAT I HAVE ANOINTED -- AMOUNT ENCLOSED ( ) $19.00 ( ) OTHER $__________.

( ) PLEASE SEND ME YOUR FREE BOOK "MIRACLE MONEY FROM UNEXPECTED SOURCES". (you must confirm your address in order to receive your free book)
P.S. I WILL REVEAL ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING I SEE CONCERNING YOU!!! SHOCKING REVELATIONS!
INCREDIBLE LIFE TRANSFORMATION

Also, I will keep this private, please give me your phone number:
( ) _____ - _____ and email address: ________